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Objective
The objective of this project is to create an easier navigational system and brand 
identity that helps create a smooth memorable experience for new and existing 
clients. Their current website is static and sterile and does not convey and 
approachable nature. This project looks to changing that into a more approachable 
nature and allow clients to easily access information with a more navigatable structure.

Audience
In terms of audience there are two main groups. Clients scheduling and researching 
the clinic for themselves, and guardians scheduling appointments for adolescents. 
Considering the website is appealing to mainly adults in a broad spectrum of ages 
their tech level is most likely less than of adolescents. They will most likely be more 
comfortable with the brand identity to stay clean and fresh, but move away from the 
sterile and unapproachable vibe. 

Goals
The goal of this project is to create a fresh space that allows adults of all varieties to 
navigate throughout the website with more ease. Additionally changes to the color 
pallete will be created to make a unique yet inviting interactions to allow for a more 
centric user experience. A logo will also be created as the clinic does not have one 
and the word mark is more than lacking. 

Content
The overall structure of the website must be simplified in order to not confuse new 
and existing clients. As the clinic deals with clients with mental illnesses, changing 
structure and language is key in order for all users to find exactly what they are 
looking for. The site will change location of items such as patient forms to a button on 
the navigation bar and reorganize material slapped on the home page into specific 
categories. 

Solution
The solution to all the information thrown about the site is cateforizing it under 
different sections. On top of that it will create a sense of professsionality and ease that 
will allow future and existing users will respect and take the company more seriously 
thus attracting more users. 

Proposals
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The objective of this project is to create a more user centric user experience on the 
website. Along with simplifying the website, focusing on the end users needs instead 
of the companies is to create an app that helps people stay up to date about services, 
appointments, and daily pollen counts in the users area.

Different than what the current website suggests, I believe the audience consists 
of young adults to adults who are looking for a way to easily get information and 
schedule appointments. This also mainly focuses on adults with asthma or caregivers 
to an individual with it. 

The main goal of the website is to prioritize a user cnetric design and arrange 

companies. Another goal of this project is to develop a stable brand identity that is 
consistant between both website and mobile application.

The content on the website will include an appointment scheduler, patient forms, 
a home page, services, resources, locations, and contact. As the website contains 
information that is linked to three different buildings most will stay the same. 
Although most of the sites structure is decently stable at the moment most of the 
changes will occur within the information grouping and organization will make the site 
more user centric.

The solution to this project includes creating a cohesive color scheme and branding 
between multiple platforms. On top of that the site will get an update on information 
displays and navigations between three different clinics acting together as one. 
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The object of this project is to create a series of memorable interfaces that allow for a 
easily navigatable website for Lake Country Pediatrics. In order to have a clear naviga-
table experience the website must have a cohesive brand identity and good respon-
sive design to allow clients to easily make appointments and create opprotunities to 
bring in new clientel. 

The audiecne consists of mainly clients to the clinic including existing clients and 
potential new ones. As most clients will consist of adults trying to schedule appoint-
ments and gather information so the website must be clean and easily navigatable. 
I will be looking at creating a neutral color scheme to make the website friendly and 
inviting but also professional. The system must be aimed at a range of clients as it is 
designed for adults getting medical asssistance for their kids.

The main goal of this project is to create a cohesive brand identity and interactions on 
the website including good responsive design throughout all platforms from desktop 
to mobile. The style of the site must be neutral tones that are warm and inviting to be 
professional and not sterile. All information must be able to transfer cross platforms 
and can be continued from where the client left off of. 

The content will contains a series of consistant interfaces that are minimal and clear 
especially in terms of language. There will be the ability to schedule appointments, 
meet the staff, general information, contact information and patient information 

will be a check in button to notify the staff that you have arrived so they can come out 

that you arrived. 

In order to make the user experience more simple for clients the solution is to 
implement the ability to have clear and concise systems that are easily transferable 
between multiple platforms. On top of that the implementation of easier navigational 
systems and digital patient forms to help make the client process easier. 
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• Information is upfront and clear, along with essential items like appointment 
scheduling, checking mycharts, directions and contact information.

• Branding is simple and cohesive with other pediatric clinics under the Children’s 
Wisconsin branding. 

• Has valuable information to users listed under organized tabs.

• Information is stacked vertically and tabs with organized information is all at 
the bottom and doesn’t allow users quick and easy access towards scheduling 
appointments and other needs.

• 

• Very uniformed and doesn’t contain individuality for the clinic.
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• Branding is specialized to this clinic and also includes fun visuals catered towards 
children but also having a body typeface that is more professional.

• Has an accessible site version that caters towards people with disabilities and 
allows for easy reading without all the colors and branding. 

• Information is organized in tabs and also has quick and easy buttons on the 
homepage that direct the users as well.

• Colors used might have a bit too many vibrant hues that allows the white text on 
them to be harder to read.

• Mobile website mimics that of the desktop website and is not very compatible 
through responsive design. (Covid19 Popup).
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• Information is organized.
• Has responsive drop down tabs.

• Information is orgazied based off of the clinics needs and not the users.
• Poor branding, doesn’t feel individualized to the company, fairly basic.
• Minimal information per tab and overall lacking in general. 
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• Information is organized in tabs that are responsive and interact on hover.
• Client based information is front and center and contains multiple access points on 

the website to get to those areas.
• Generalized cohesive branding (good but can be improved).

• Typeface uniformity is lacking and just looks awkward on the page.
• Site is not responsive to other media platroms especially mobile. 
• Interactive elements are present but hinder user centric focus especially looking at 

the meet the doctors section (Looses images of doctors on hover).
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Desktop Flowchart
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Mobile Flowchart
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Prototype: Desktop



Prototype: Mobile



Prototype: Smartwatch



Final Desktop: https://xd.adobe.com/view/5558d1a3-cc4f-495d-9f9c-5c0cedda6544-000b/
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Final Mobile: https://xd.adobe.com/view/9e5c5cd3-d000-490e-9692-5bc73648d490-cb0f/



Final Mobile



Final Smartwatch: https://xd.adobe.com/view/5a3f5e2e-bdb4-4bbc-b9be-1c85f6bc792c-0f6c/




